The Mississippi River levee has stopped the annual flooding that nourished the surrounding marshes with sediment, nutrients and fresh water. In addition, the dredging of major navigation canals has provided avenues for saltwater from the Gulf of Mexico to intrude into low-salinity marshes.

In 1991 the West Pointe a la Hache Siphon (State project BA-04) was constructed to draw water from the Mississippi River into the nearby marshes. The objective of the siphon is to restore the marshes to a freshwater state by reintroducing fresh water, sediment and nutrients to the area.

The objective of the West Pointe a la Hache Outfall Management project (BA-04c) is to optimize the distribution of the introduced fresh water and sediment by managing water flow through the area so that it flows more efficiently over the marshes. The project will utilize water-control structures to divert the water from the main distributaries to secondary channels.

The project components consist of three rock weirs, three earthen plugs and a spoil-bank.